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Students consider the challenges of moving things and people up and down, and 
revisit the idea of how simple machines make the work of moving more 

effective.    

Lesson 1:

Objectives:
Students will consider that getting from one place to another can involve moving objects and 
materials, and can require up and down movement (not just across). At the end of this lesson 
students will have started to think of using simple machines, like pulleys, to create movement in 
another direction.

Vocabulary used in this activity:
fragile, work, effort, weight, heavy, advantage, disadvantage

Standards

Time needed: 35-45 minutes

Materials and Supplies:
paper, pencils/crayons, Brackitz Pulley Bucket, string, Brackitz planks and hubs, and weighted objects 
(pebbles, marbles, or pennies). Important: do not supply the pulley and crank in this lesson.

Resources/Optional Reading:
Evan Moor’s Simple Machines and John B. Beaver’s Simple Machines Grades 6-12 Force, Motion, and 
Energy

Set-up and Preparation: 
Help students cooperatively form groups of 2-3 to work together. 

Background Knowledge:
Prior to this lesson, students do not need special background knowledge. Introducing students to the 
ideas of simple machines and mechanical advantage from Unit 2 can be helpful.  

5-PS2 Motion and Stability: Forces and Interactions, 3-5 ETS-1 Engineering Design, ETS-1 Designing 
for a Need, ETS1.A De�ning Engineering Problems, ETS-1.B Design Solutions

NGSS            

MP2, MP3, MP5CCSS-Math
SL.K.1, SL.K.1.A, SL.K.1.B, SL.K.5,  W.K.3, CCRA.L.6, SL.1.1, SL.1.1.A, SL.1.1.B, SL.1.5, L.1.5.CCCSS-ELA



35-40 minutes

Lesson 1:

Whole Class “When you think about ways to get from one place 
to another ef�ciently or with less work, what 
comes to mind �rst?” (Students should easily 
think of vehicles from the previous unit: bikes, 
scooters, skateboards, cars, busses.) “Yes, vehicles 
and things with wheels come to mind easily, not 
only because we learned about them in the last 
unit but because most of us interact with vehicles 
every day. What are things you can think of that 
vehicles have in common?” (Students may name: 
wheels, can carry people or things, have to be 
driven/navigated, most are best on paths or roads, 
etc.) “One thing that most vehicles have in 
common is that they help move people and things 
ACROSS - across roads, paths, and sidewalks. But, 
what helps move us up and down?”

Discuss, with the goal of arriving at the idea that 
most machines that can move us/objects up and 
down and change direction are not vehicles. Try to 
help students think of examples. (Elevators and 
pulleys in both �agpoles and wells are great 
examples.)  

“If we want to move something up and down 
using a machine, how can we tell that work is 
being done? I’ve set up stations. You can pull 
something heavy (pulley cup �lled) up from the 
�oor onto your tables. You have to use just your 
muscles and this rope. What are things that would 
help you know work is being done?”

Ask students what they felt, observed, and 
noticed.  Students may be interested in consider-
ing that “work” is felt because of the amount of 
force and the distance or time the force needs to 
be exerted. Discuss how holding the same 
amount of weight for ten seconds is different than 
for two minutes, and that carrying a heavy box for 
forty steps may feel very different than for four 
steps. 

If the brainstorming needs some assistance, 
consider asking for speci�c examples: “What are 
all the ways we can get from . . .?”

• Home to school (walking, bikes, bus, car)

• Class to playground (walking, scooter, wheel-
chair) 

• First �oor of a building to the second �oor 
(walking + stairs, ramp, or an elevator)

Pulleys can also move things horizontally, but 
vertically is more common and may be easier to 
focus on for now. 

Fill your pulley cups enough so that force can be 
felt, but not so much that it’s a hazard (marbles and 
pebbles work well). If you can throw your rope over 
something a bit higher, like a bookshelf, that will 
help make this point. 

Have each child in each group take a turn.  

Prime them with ways to experience the force 
needed to do this work - muscles, string on hands. 
Students may mention that lifting with their hands 
is imprecise or “can spill,” and you can help them 
understand that this is a design-based reason to 
rethink lowering and lifting everything by hand. 

10 minutes

Group Exploration 10 minutes

Instructor Notes and Tips



Lesson 1:

Group Challenge
“What could we do to try and build with Brackitz 
planks, hubs, this same cup, and this string to 
help move the things up and down? 
Experiment with your planks and hubs, along 
with the cup and string. Is there a way to have the 
Brackitz pieces control moving the cup up and 
down without swinging or tipping it? What 
successes do you have? What issues do you 
notice? What improvements would you like to 
make given the issues you notice?

This is a challenge for students to build a way to 
lift and lower the cup. Certainly they can tie the 
string through a hub or a hole in a plank but 
then they basically are building a seesaw, lever, 
or other less stable system. In most cases, this 
will result in an issue where getting things up 
and down is limited in range and dif�culty 
guiding the cup up and down safely. Help 
students notice and explore this issue. Ask, 
“Would you want to ride in this?” 

15 minutes

Reflection

CHALLENGE ADVANCED STUDENTS     SIMPLIFY FOR YOUNGER GROUPS

“What did you notice about trying to use these 
pieces to solve this problem? What worked or 
almost worked? What didn’t?” (Give each group 
thirty seconds to say something that worked; 
something that didn’t, or both.) 
“Were you able to guide or control the string? 
What would have made it easier? 
There is another kind of simple machine that 
helps to move things up and down that we’ll 
learn about in this unit, and it will help us with 
problems where we need to make the work of 
moving things up and down easier.” 

In discussion, talk about dimensions and 
directions: a vehicle is most likely to help us in a 
horizontal direction, but why can’t our vehicles 
that use wheels and axles climb walls and go up? 
(Discuss gravity.) For this, we need a different 
kind of solution. What have they seen or used in 
real life? 
In the group challenge, have students reverse 
engineer the pulley cup, and draw how they 
would use it with Brackitz planks and hubs to 
build a way to go up and down. Have groups 
discuss what they understand about pulleys now. 
What other problems could this simple machine 
help solve? 

In discussion, remind students about simple 
machines and ask, “What does someone who 
can’t use the stairs do to get up and down a 
building with more than one �oor?” Although 
pulleys can also move things across, for now, 
help students think in just one more dimension.
In the group challenge, help groups who are stuck 
by asking them explicitly what the pulley cup 
reminds them of in real life or by asking them if 
they think this is similar to a well, an elevator, or 
raising a �ag up a pole.

Before this lesson completes, help students 
consider that there is a way to facilitate changing 
the direction of force to move things up and 
down. Refresh them on the idea of using 
machines to make work easier/smoother from 
Unit 2.

5 minutes



Student Worksheet

Lesson 1:
Name

One way to get somewhere is in a vehicle. Here is a road:

Circle the pictures that show how vehicles are used in real life on a road like this:



Lesson 1:
Name

Draw how you think an elevator works. What makes it go up and down?

Draw your design for how to move a small creature up and down here: 

Vehicles are very good at moving across or back and forth, but not as good at 

moving us ___________ and ______________. 

Who does the work walking up and down stairs? 

And who does the work if we go up and down in an elevator? 
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Students consider how to solve real world problems using a simple machine to 
make work easier.

Lesson 2:

Objectives:
Students will begin to understand simple machines in the context of making work easier. During this 
lesson, students will interact with and build with pulleys.  

Vocabulary used in this activity:
miniature, work, effort, pulley, simple machine, mechanical advantage, situation, mass

Standards

Time needed: 35-45 minutes

Materials and Supplies:
Paper, pencils/crayons, pre-built Brackitz Elevator

Resources/Optional Reading:
Evan Moor’s Simple Machines and John B. Beaver’s Simple Machines Grades 6-12 Force, Motion, and 
Energy.

Set-up and Preparation: 
Before class starts, instructor should  build the Brackitz Elevator from the Pulleys Kit and make sure it’s 
working. Help students cooperatively form groups of 2-3 to work together. 

Background Knowledge:
Prior to this lesson, students do not need special background knowledge. Introducing students to simple 
machines and mechanical advantage from Unit 2 can be very helpful. 

5-PS2 Motion and Stability: Forces and Interactions, 3-5 ETS-1 Engineering Design, ETS-1 Designing 
for a Need, ETS-1.A De�ning Engineering Problems, ETS-1.B Design Solutions

NGSS            

MP2, MP3, MP5, MP7CCSS-Math
CCRA.W.3, CCRA.W.5.3, CCRA.W.5.3b,CCRA.W.5.2, L.4.1, L.4.3, CCRA.L.6CCSS-ELA



35-40 minutes

Lesson 2:

Whole Class 

“You tried last time to build something using the cup 
and string and Brackitz. Would it have been a good 
elevator ride for someone small (safe and comfort-
able for them)?” (The answer is probably no for 
most groups. See instructor notes in case some 
groups had a different build.) “What we were 
missing was this part of the simple machine - the 
pulley and crank. The elevator I made works by using 
the pulley as a simple machine to help us move 
mass (heavy stuff!) up or down. In real life, we 
sometimes use a pulley as a way to make work 
easier, but also to move things to places where we 
can’t go. Can you think of places where we may 
need to lower things down or lift things up that we 
wouldn’t be able to go to ourselves? Think about it - 
what ideas does your group have about where we 
would need this kind of simple machine?” 

work/challenge in Lesson 1. How did their hands 
feel? Their arm muscles? 

Ask students to consider what criteria would make 
this a good solution. Some things you can help 
steer them towards are:

• Safety: Does this elevator go up and down 
without tipping or swinging wildly? Most of us 
would want a stable, safe elevator.

• Mechanical advantage: Does it help lift or lower 
things without all of the work being done/felt by 
us?

• Capacity: Can we carry more in it than if we 
were using just ourselves? 

• Reliability: Can we count on this to work over 
and over? 

If some groups built something in the last class that 
worked well as an elevator without the crank and pulley, 
it likely had limited range, and may not be a design that 
could transfer to other locations. Point out the range and 
location limitations. If one group’s design was great, 
point out what it has in common with your elevator, and 
point out the successes and issues with the level-based 
builds as a compare/contrast. 
Plan for students to work in small groups, or discuss with 
you in a large group, for about six to seven minutes on 
this question. 
Great real-life ideas:

• Salvaging a sunken ship
• Dropping off rescue supplies (to canyons or disaster 
areas)

• Moving items to the top of a building that is being built
• Raising and lowering a �ag

10 minutes

Group Exploration 10 minutes

Instructor Notes and Tips
“Sometimes we need to move things up or down 
where we can’t go. Yesterday we talked about 
elevators. I have a miniature elevator to show you. 
Do you think using the elevator will help make 
moving the heavy items up and down easier to do? 
How will we know it’s working the way we want it 
to?” (Students should suggest testing the elevator 
you’ve built.) “Yes, we should test it. Before we do, 
let’s consider if we had to ride up and down in this, 
what would our criteria be for it being a good 
solution? Tell me what we would want to happen or 
not to happen?” (Make a class list of criteria to test 
against. Demonstrate Brackitz Elevator and ask if this 
is a good solution.) “Based on our criteria, is this is a 
good elevator?” 
“Let me show you again. Let’s list what criteria we 
would need for this to count as a good solution for 
our small friend or things s/he needs to go up and 
down, with less work. If we were in an elevator, what 
would we want to happen?” (Make a class list.) “And 
what would we not want to happen?” (Make a class 
list.)
Goal: Get students to consider moving the same 
pebbles/marbles used in the cup in Lesson 1 to see if 
it is easier/smoother/faster.



Lesson 2:

Group Challenge
“I want you to think of a situation where a small 
creature needed to move things down or up to a 
place where s/he couldn’t go. You can come test 
out this elevator while you think about a situation 
that would cause this need. Is this elevator or 
something like it a good solution? What story 
would explain why the need arose to move 
something? Make sure as you think of your story 
you consider why is s/he moving it to a place s/he 
can’t get to? How will the pulley elevator help?” 
Record student group stories. 

This is a narrative challenge, not a building 
challenge. Try to guide students to make this 
relevant to the real world; for example, “Does 
the small creature you’re imagining need to 
lower supplies to another friend that fell into a 
hole and is hurt?” 
Work with student groups to record their stories 
either as a quick paragraph that you help write, 
or as a short video where they narrate the story, 
or maybe as a storyboard where they quickly 
sketch a series of pictures showing what 
happened to create this need/situation. Decide 
before this step how students should record 
their stories. 

15 minutes

Reflection

CHALLENGE ADVANCED STUDENTS     SIMPLIFY FOR YOUNGER GROUPS

“Tell your story, and explain how the pulley in 
this elevator can help the small creature we have 
in mind solve the problem s/he is facing in the 
story.” t

In the group exploration, ask students to come up 
with needs for an elevator-like simple machine 
with a pulley. “______ needs to _____, and an 
pulley can help by ______.” 

In the group challenge, ask students what 
changes they might make to the elevator design 
to make it work best for the need in your story?

In discussion, remind students where they felt the 
work in their bodies the other day. Would 
someone small, who is able to create less force, 
be able to do that same work without breaking? 

In the group challenge, ask for the story one part 
at a time in four parts: (1) What happened? (2) 
What is the need? (3) What are the constraints or 
limitations? (4) How will we know if this design is 
working and helping (criteria for success)? 

Help groups tell their story brie�y. If your 
students struggle to stick to a time limit, ask 
each group a couple of pointed questions and 
have them share their ideas as an interview 
instead of a story. Good questions: 

• Why can’t our small friend get there herself? 

• Why is this a problem for him?  

• How does the pulley help get that work done/-
make this challenge easier?

5 minutes



Student Worksheet

Lesson 2:
Name

Draw at least two or three “places we can’t go” but still might want 
to move things to or from.



Lesson 2:
Name

What caused this situation? Why can’t the creature go there? 

How will the elevator help? Are there other parts of the story? 

Draw the story of why there is a need for a pulley-elevator.
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Rescue!Rescue!



Students consider how to use pulleys to complete a rescue! 

Lesson 3:

Objectives:
Students will build with pulleys to better understand using simple machines to make work easier in a 
vertical direction. Students also practice design thinking with a need and some speci�c design 
criteria. 

Vocabulary used in this activity:
situation, solve/solution, simple machine, pulley, design, model

Standards

Time needed: 35-45 minutes

Materials and Supplies: 
Paper, pencils/crayons, simulated canyon or hole (box) set up on the �oor below a counter/table/book-
shelf edge. Each group will need a tray of Brackitz planks, 3, 4 and 1-way pivoting hubs, access to the 
pulley, crank, string, and pulley-wheel connectors, and simulated rescue items (small toys, marbles, or 
pebbles).

Resources/Optional Reading: 
Evan Moor’s Simple Machines and John B. Beaver’s Simple Machines Grades 6-12 Force, Motion, and 
Energy.

Set-up and Preparation:  Help students cooperatively form groups of 2-3 to work together. 

Background Knowledge:  
Prior to this lesson, students do not need special background knowledge. Introducing students to the 
ideas of simple machines and mechanical advantage from Unit 2 can be helpful.  

5-PS2 Motion and Stability: Forces and Interactions, 3-5 ETS-1 Engineering Design, ETS-1 Designing 
for a Need, ETS1.A De�ning Engineering Problems, ETS-1.B Design Solutions

NGSS            

MP2, MP3, MP5, MP7CCSS-Math
CCRA.W.3, CCRA.W.5.3, CCRA.W.5.3b,CCRA.W.5.2, L.4.1, L.4.3, CCRA.L.6,CCSS-ELA

Rescue!Rescue!



35-45 minutes

Lesson 3:

Whole Class 

“In the last lesson, we thought about what 
situation would cause a small creature to need a 
pulley and crank to get things where s/he couldn’t 
go.

Today I’m going to model a situation that we need 
to help the same small creature solve. That 
creature’s best friend has fallen down into a deep 
hole. Rescuers will be �guring out how to dig her 
out, but it will take several days, and the friend will 
need some things while she waits. What does the 
fallen friend need while the rescuers �gure out 
how to get her out?” (Food, water, blankets.) 

“What are the safety concerns we have to be 
aware of when thinking how to get things to her?”  
(Can’t climb down. Can’t get too close to the 
edge.)

“How can a pulley and crank help?”  (Lower things 
down, come back up for the next load, keep 
friends away from edge.)

“In real life, we use cranes to lower supplies into 
canyons and holes during rescues.

Design on paper what it would look like to use the 
Brackitz pieces to make a crane to help with this 
rescue. In order for your design to help, what are 
the criteria for this design?” (It has to keep other 
small creatures away from the edge, and be able 
to lower some things down to the friend in the 
hole safely.)

If student ideas tend towards the fanciful, ask 
speci�cally, “How can we use the pulley to help 
get this friend what she needs safely?” 

Invite students to use the Brackitz pulley pieces to 
act out ideas of how to lower items into the hole, 
without building a structure to operate it at this 
point.

Lead students to the idea of something that can be 
operated that also maintains some distance from 
the edge. Crane!

You may want to �nd a youtube video of cranes 
to help show them how a pulley can work in a 
crane in real life. 

Remind students that pulleys are simple 
machines that make it possible to move things up 
and down smoothly. Try to arrive at the criteria 
that the small creature cannot go down to the 
hole to help in person. S/he has to stay away 
from the edge during this rescue.  

10 minutes

Group Exploration 10 minutes

Instructor Notes and Tips

Rescue!Rescue!



Lesson 3:

Group Challenge

“Ok, now build your crane! In order for us to 
know it’s a good design, it needs to be able to 
lower these (model) rescue items, and keep us 
and other creatures away from the edge when 
s/he is using it to help the friend in a hole. After 
you build, test your design! This table/desk can be 
our ledge and lowering things down the side can 
simulate the hole or cavern.”  

Building with and using the pulley takes some 
�ne-motor control and practice. Be prepared to 
guide students and groups to practice this until 
they achieve success.

15 minutes

Reflection

CHALLENGE ADVANCED STUDENTS     SIMPLIFY FOR YOUNGER GROUPS

“Do you know where cranes are used in real life? 
Do you know any real life rescue stories? Could 
cranes have helped?”

In the group challenge, give students a challenge 
criteria of building their crane a certain number of 
inches from the edge. Then ask them how their 
design will need to change if the criteria changes 
and they can move closer or farther away. Ask 
them to estimate how many new pieces they will 
need (or how many pieces will leave their design) 
and how long it will take to rebuild. Then time 
them and have them keep count of pieces. Do a 
“redesign debrief” so they can discuss the 
redesign process and how it may have unfolded 
differently than they expected. What would this 
mean if a team was redesigning an existing crane 
for a real rescue?  If you have time, they can 
rebuild with new distance criteria.  

In discussion, use the suggested book, Cranes! 
(Mighty Machines) to help guide students to real 
world solutions. 

In the group challenge, any crank and pulley 
assembly will do, even if it looks a lot like the 
elevator from previous lessons. Help students 
identify the minimum viable product that will lift 
and lower to help with this rescue operation. 

You can share stories about disaster areas that 
people wanted to send help to, but couldn’t risk 
being in, or the story of trapped miners who 
needed weeks of supplies before they could 
safely be rescued. 

5 minutes

Rescue!Rescue!



Student Worksheet

Lesson 3:
Name

Draw how your crane will help lower supplies to the small creature's trapped friend: 

Rescue!Rescue!



Lesson 3:
Name

Student Worksheet

Draw a place where cranes are used in real life: 

Rescue!Rescue!
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Students situate their pulleys in a unique setting, continuing to practice 
needs-based design process. 

Lesson 4:

Objectives:
Students continue building with pulleys to understand how they work and to recognize ways they 
can practice designing with pulleys.

Vocabulary used in this activity:
Situation, solve/solution, simple machine, pulley, design, drawbridge

Standards

Time needed: 35-45 minutes

Materials and Supplies: 
Gingerbread friend, paper, pencils/crayons, simulated castle or castle tower set up. Each group will 
need a tray of Brackitz planks, 3 and 4 way hubs, 1-way pivoting hubs, and access to the pulley, crank, 
string, and pulley-wheel connectors.

Resources/Optional Reading: 
Evan Moor’s Simple Machines, John B. Beaver’s Simple Machines Grades 6-12 Force, Motion, and 
Energy, and this Youtube video showing a drawbridge in Chicago letting a sailboat pass: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=haimlez70fQ.  Please see  Drawbridges Open and Close by Patrick 
T. McBriarty

Set-up and Preparation:  
Help students cooperatively form groups of 2-3 to work together. 

Background Knowledge: 
Prior to this lesson, students do not need special background knowledge. Introducing students to the 
Gingerbread friend in Unit 1 and transportation and simple machines in Unit 2 can be very helpful.

5-PS2 Motion and Stability: Forces and Interactions, 3-5 ETS-1 Engineering Design, ETS-1 Designing 
for a Need, ETS-1.A De�ning Engineering Problems, ETS-1.B Design Solutions

NGSS            

MP2, MP3, MP5, MP7CCSS-Math
CCRA.W.3, CCRA.W.5.3, CCRA.W.5.3b,CCRA.W.5.2, L.4.1, L.4.3, CCRA.L.6,CCSS-ELA



40 minutes

Lesson 4:

Whole Class 

“We’ve imagined the small creature we’ve been 
building for in a lot of places, but . . . what if s/he 
was helping a friend and watching their castle 
while they were gone. S/he would still want to 
come to school and need to leave the castle 
everyday, but . . . the castle is surrounded by 
water. The water is great for boats, but not great 
for the small creature we’re thinking of. What are 
the problems of the castle being surrounded by 
water for a small creature? Let’s brainstorm what 
the problems are together.”

Problems:

• Not all creatures can swim! 

•  Fish and ducks could eat our creature for lunch.

•  If water is moving fast, the creature might end 
up far away. 

•  Rocks!

•   What else?

“We know the problems of living in a castle 
surrounded by water. There’s only one door, and 
stepping out of it, you would land right in the 
water with all the problems we discussed. Most 
doors open by standing upright and swinging 
across the �oor (demonstrate with classroom 
door). But what if a door lowered down and then 
could go back up again? Could a pulley and crank 
help us build a door that helped? Can we build a 
special door that stays up most of the time to let 
boats go by, but lowers down when the small 
creature wants to leave to take a walk or go to 
school? Doors and bridges that move up and 
down are called drawbridges. How could we use 
a pulley to make this? Draw a basic design.” 

In previous lessons, students have been involved 
in coming up with solutions for problems. Here, 
you are asking them to name the problem. Help 
students think of real life issues the water presents 
to small creatures trying to get across. 

A picture or model could help them think this 
through. This suggested video can help students 
who have never seen a drawbridge understand 
what it is and why there would be a need for it: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=haimlez70fQ

Students might need to see a picture of a 
drawbridge to understand what one looks like 
and how it operates. Try modeling from the 
suggested reading or video or other pictures. (Try 
to avoid using Brackitz pieces, as students will 
just copy the design). Discuss what parts might 
be used to make the drawbridge and how some 
of those parts might go together (particularly the 
pivot part for the drawbridge).

10 minutes

Group Exploration 10 minutes

Instructor Notes and Tips



Lesson 4:

Group Challenge

“Ok, now build your drawbridge! In order for us 
to know it’s a good design, it needs to be able to 
lower down for the small creature friend to walk 
across, but raise up again.” 

Using the pulley takes some �ne-motor control 
and practice. Be prepared to guide students and 
groups to practice this until they achieve 
success.

15 minutes

Reflection

CHALLENGE ADVANCED STUDENTS     SIMPLIFY FOR YOUNGER GROUPS

“Have you ever seen a drawbridge in real life? 
Where would it make sense to build a door or 
bridge that worked like this?”

In the group exploration, you may ask students to 
decide on a drawbridge that lifts and lowers from 
one side or two sides and to consider the bene�ts 
and drawbacks of these choices. “What would be 
needed to make two sides lift and lower?” (Each 
drawbridge would need two cranks.) 

In the group challenge, instead of supplying 
students with the criteria, have them brainstorm 
and agree on the three or four most important 
criteria. 

In discussion and group exploration, use the 
suggested book, Drawbridges Open and Close to 
help students understand drawbridges. 

In the group challenge, if building a drawbridge is 
too challenging for your students, consider 
building one before the lesson and having them 
test it; and then have them “change it to make it 
work better for the castle!” 

Drawbridges can have one side that lifts and 
lowers, or two sides that lift and lower, like this 
bridge in Chicago. Showing this short video can 
help students understand how this works in real 
life.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=haimlez70fQ

5 minutes



Pulleys are a simple machine that help us move things: (Circle words that are true.)

Up         Down           Underneath          Between             On a road              Across

Drawbridges are bridges or walkways that move _____________ and ______________ 
(Fill in the blank.) 

Student Worksheet

Lesson 4:
Name

Draw your drawbridge design: 
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Have plenty of:

Students practice using pulleys to move things “across” rather than “up and 
down.” 

Lesson 5:

Objectives:
Students will apply what they understand about pulleys to move something in a different direction, 
continuing to learn about this simple machine. 

Vocabulary used in this activity:
Out, across, over, to the side, horizontally, situation, solve/solution, simple machine, pulley, design, cargo

Standards

Time needed: 35-45 minutes

Materials and Supplies: 
Paper, pencils/crayons, two simulated castles or castle towers (boxes or shelves.) Each group will need a 
tray of Brackitz planks, 3 and 4 way hubs, 1-way pivoting hubs, and access to the pulley, crank, string, 
cup, and pulley-wheel connectors. 

Resources/Optional Reading: 
Evan Moor’s Simple Machines and John B. Beaver’s Simple Machines Grades 6-12 Force, Motion, and 
Energy

Set-up and Preparation:  
Help students cooperatively form groups of 2-3 to work together. 

Background Knowledge: 
Prior to this lesson, students do not need special background knowledge. Introducing students to the 
ideas of simple machines and mechanical advantage from Unit 2 can be helpful.  

5-PS2 Motion and Stability: Forces and Interactions, 3-5 ETS-1 Engineering Design, ETS-1 Designing 
for a Need, ETS-1.A De�ning Engineering Problems, ETS-1.B Design Solutions

NGSS            

MP2, MP3, MP5, MP7CCSS-Math
CCRA.W.3, CCRA.W.5.3, CCRA.W.5.3b,CCRA.W.5.2, L.4.1, L.4.3, CCRA.L.6,CCSS-ELA



35-45 minutes

Lesson 5:

Whole Class 

“If we imagined that the small creature was still 
staying in the castle, but had discovered another 
friend in a castle nearby, could pulleys help them 
send notes, share toys, or visit each other? How can 
pulleys help?” (Students are likely to mention 
cranes, elevators, and drawbridges since this is 
what they’ve practiced.) “Those are all ways to 
move up and down. What if I said we had a limita-
tion, or a constraint, that today we couldn’t move 
up and down but had to move between castles 
another way? How could pulleys help then? Can we 
brainstorm while we look at these model castles?”  

“How could the pulley be used to reach ACROSS 
from one castle to another? Can you draw it?”

After seeing students design drawings, ask, “How 
is moving things with pulleys and cranks across 
like this similar to or different from a bridge?” 

It may be hard for students to break out of the “up 
and down” motion they’ve used with the pulley so 
often in this unit. Ask them to fold a piece of paper 
and to imagine it’s a note they want to share with 
the student next to them. Tell students to hold the 
note and touch their toes by bending “down.” Ask 
them to extend their arms to make them taller by 
reaching “up.” “Can you pass the note this way? 
What way would you have to reach to pass the 
note?” Practice the vocabulary and direction at the 
same time, while reaching and passing notes: out, 
across, over, to the side, and horizontally.  

Help students understand that they are rotating a 
pulley line from UP and DOWN to side to side, or 
ACROSS. Practice these words with directional 
hand motions, or even rotating the students’ 
design drawings. 

10 minutes

Group Exploration 10 minutes

Instructor Notes and Tips



Lesson 5:

Group Challenge

“Ok, now build your pulley to help pass notes or 
move our small friend from the taller tower to the 
shorter tower.”

Students may need some help to rotate their 
pulley from vertical to horizontal. 

15 minutes

Reflection

CHALLENGE ADVANCED STUDENTS     SIMPLIFY FOR YOUNGER GROUPS

“What ways could we make our pulleys move 
across FASTER? Is faster always better? When is 
slower better?” 

In the group exploration and group challenge, 
you may allow students to consider either a zip 
line, gravity, or a manual traverse line to move 
things across or a manual where they push or 
pull the cup across. “Which will work best if they 
are moving heavy toys? Which will work best if 
the towers are the same height? Which will work 
best if one tower is taller than the other?”

If building a zip line or traverse trolley is too 
complex for your students, you may build it for 
them and have it run between two castle towers. 
In this case, ask students to come up with the 
back-story. “Who needs to move things ACROSS 
and in which direction? What makes sense based 
on how you built it? What explains why this small 
friend and his/her friend need this pulley between 
the towers and how will they use it?”

As an intermediate step, you can also try turning 
the pulley they made in previous lessons on its 
side and move the string back and forth from 
here. This might help them picture how a pulley 
might work in an “across” orientation. 

Students may need some help to rotate their 
pulley from vertical to horizontal. 

5 minutes



Student Worksheet

Lesson 5:
Name

Draw the two castles and the pulley that will help move things between them:

Here is a canyon. There aren’t enough building supplies to make a bridge, 
but we have a pulley and crank. Can we move a note across?


